
Building a more 
elastic team for your 
healthcare business
Staffing Direct for Healthcare 
delivers Oracle Cloud-based 
solutions



Managing healthcare 
resources in a gig economy

The global contingent labor market is immense, earning more 
than $425 billion in revenue annually, according to Staffing 
Industry Analysts. The U.S. Government Accountability Office 
predicts 50% of the workforce in the U.S. will operate as 
contingent labor this year.

Healthcare increasingly relies on contingent workers to meet 
its resource demands, but a more complex healthcare business 
environment and innovations have significantly changed the 
healthcare staffing industry. These disruptions mean healthcare 
staffing organizations face talent shortages, margin pressures, 
new pricing and compensation models, and new digitally 
enabled resource search and scheduling applications.

To succeed in this environment, healthcare staffing 
organizations must transform to integrate front-end customer 
contracting and scheduling applications with back-office payroll 
and finance applications.

Staffing Direct solution delivers 
for the healthcare industry

Capgemini’s Staffing Direct for Healthcare offering is a pre-
defined packaged solution that provides business processes 
and embedded analytics for the healthcare staffing industry. 
The solution is built on Oracle Cloud and is integrated with 
social, mobile, and analytic capabilities to help you deliver 
the experience that front-line and back-office healthcare 
resources expect.

Our Oracle Cloud-based solutions support the healthcare 
staffing companies' various go-to-market models from 
standard contract staffing to managed service providers. The 
Staffing Direct for Healthcare solution creates a platform 
for growth. It puts customers, healthcare professionals, 
employees, and the contingent workforce at the heart of 
the solution.

Staffing Direct for Healthcare maximizes your resources and 
productivity, improves your planning today and into the future, 
and establishes processes and controls to be more efficient and 
cost-effective.

Some of the features include:

• Integrated enterprise solution: standard integration 
framework between common healthcare front-office 
scheduling, time-capture applications, home-healthcare visit 
verification, and back-office applications  

• Finance transformation: fully integrated applications that 
automatically create payroll, customer billing, and accurate 
financial entries from a single timecard entry. Accurate 
cost and revenue entries eliminate the need for payroll and 
customer invoice adjustments

• Communications: improved communication channels 
between front-line healthcare, branch-office resources, 
and back-office shared service centers by leveraging social 
network and automated digital assistants

• Implementation transformation: manage costs via solution-
based implementations compared to standard on-premises 
ERP deployment while making the IT spend more predictable 
and reducing support risks

• Global capabilities: deploy the optimal resource to any 
project no matter where it is in the world. Staffing Direct 
delivers across multiple legal entities and countries, including 
local statutory and intercompany reporting requirements. 

• Revenue and billing flexibility: focus on customer needs 
and offer invoicing by either project/resource or contract 
via the flexible bill-rate engine. Choose from multiple AR 
invoice formats, time and material, milestone, percentage of 
completion, cost-plus revenue, and billing.

• Reporting transformation: leverage accurate, real-time 
information to improve decision-making for your business. 
Reports include client and project profitability, resource 
utilization, and indirect versus direct cost.

• Process transformation: digitize all facets of your business 
including overtime reporting, expense reporting, recruiting, 
and supplier invoices. Leverage bots to perform simple 
and repetitive tasks to improve activities like recruitment 
productivity. Explore Blockchain tools to streamline the 
month-end close and candidate-selection processes.
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Oracle Cloud applications

• Cloud Financials
• General Ledger
• Receivables
• Payables
• Expense/Mobile Expense Cloud WebCenter

Cloud Project Portfolio Management (PPM)

• Project Finance
• Project Controls/Management
• Project Resource Management (optional)
• Project Time and Labor/Mobile Time 

and Labor

Flexible Cloud Human Capital Management

• Cloud HCM
• Cloud HCM Employee Self-Service
• Cloud Payroll (optional)

Our approach

• Leverages Oracle’s Cloud SaaS applications

• Utilizes PaaS solutions to align with the healthcare 
staffing industry

• Contingent worker OTL and AP automation

• Bill-cycle compression

• Customer invoice auto discount creation/adjustments

• Invoice email with auto attachments

• Quick contract creation dashboard

• Dynamic billing and compensation engine

• Daily, weekly, and bi-weekly payroll cycles.

• Integrate with Oracle or third-party HCM/Recruitment 
and CRM applications
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The information contained herein is provided for general informational 
purposes only and does not create a professional or advisory relationship. 
It is provided without warranty or assurance of any kind.

Why Capgemini?

Capgemini, an Oracle Platinum Partner, is at the 
forefront of delivering digital transformation by 
implementing Oracle-based business solutions 
that can evolve with your business. Our more than 
22-year relationship with Oracle provides a strong 
framework for joint development, co-innovation, and 
mutual success.

We have more than 15,000 Oracle trained professionals 
globally, 70% of which are Oracle-certified and 1,000-
plus are trained and certified Oracle Cloud Resources. 
Capgemini has successfully implemented more than 
5,000 global Oracle application projects across all 
industry sectors. Our worldwide operations of 20-plus 
demonstration centers and 15 Centers of Excellence 
(COE) help clients achieve their business objectives.

For more details contact:

Eash Umamaheshwaran
Oracle Alliance Director
eash.umamaheshwaran@capgemini.com

Chris Romac
NA Oracle Capability Leader
christopher.romac@capgemini.com

About 
Capgemini

Capgemini is a global leader in consulting, digital 
transformation, technology and engineering services. 
The Group is at the forefront of innovation to address 
the entire breadth of clients’ opportunities in the 
evolving world of cloud, digital and platforms. Building 
on its strong 50-year+ heritage and deep industry-
specific expertise, Capgemini enables organizations 
to realize their business ambitions through an array 
of services from strategy to operations. Capgemini 
is driven by the conviction that the business value of 
technology comes from and through people. Today, it 
is a multicultural company of 270,000 team members in 
almost 50 countries. With Altran, the Group reported 
2019 combined revenues of $18.5billion.

Learn more about us at 

www.capgemini.com
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